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Introduction

How many of you know the story of an
Indian fighter named Billy Dixon who

felled a Comanche warrior at a distance of
almost one mile with a shot from his a 50-
caliber Sharps rifle?  William “Billy” Dixon

was an American scout and buffalo hunter,
mostly in the Texas Panhandle.  He helped
found Adobe Walls, fired the legendary shot
at the Second Battle of Adobe Walls and, for
his actions at the “Buffalo Wallow Fight,”
was one of eight civilians ever awarded the
Medal of Honor.

Billy Dixon was born in western Virginia
in 1850.  Of European and American

Indian ancestry, he was orphaned at age 12.
He then lived with an uncle in Missouri for
about a year before setting out on his own.
He worked in woodcutters’ camps along the
Missouri River until age 14.  There, he
developed a burning desire to see the Great
Plains west of the Missouri River – its
abundant game, its magnificent vistas and
its Indian warriors riding free as the wind.
Dixon worked as an ox driver and mule
skinner for a government contractor in
Leavenworth, Kansas, while he continued to

develop his shooting skills.  By the time he
was 20, he was a successful buffalo hunter,
selling hides for a couple of bucks apiece.
He shot so many buffalo that he often
employed as many as five skinners.  Dixon
became a quintessential man of the Old

West – tough as nails, reserved and eager
for adventure.  He led hunters to the Texas
Panhandle in 1874, where he knew buffalo
were abundant.  He scouted as far south as
the Salt Fork of the Red River and hunted

Contributed by Six Goin’ South

Billy Dixon in his Prime
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Joe Darter
and Phantom
promise we
will be
shooting
great stages
at our July

4th match.  Be sure to wear
your finest red, white and blue.
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Dragon Hill Dave is shooting
at EOT this month.

The cigar
above and
circled in the
photo to the
right with Cat
Ballou was
indeed Judge
Roy Bean’s
(SASS #1).  He
and other members of the Wild Bunch were our
guests last month at the Battle of Plum Creek 2015,
the SASS Texas State Championship. Mentioned in
the Dispatches for correctly identifying Judge Roy
Bean as holder of the cigar are El Sabre, Hairtrigger
Hayes, Meadow Biscuit Slim and Sole Proprietor.
Returning to the Gazette this month is a hidden
Delta Raider.  Identify him correctly and you will be
mentioned in the Dispatches next in next month’s
issue.
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mostly along the Canadian River and its
tributaries.

Second Battle of Adobe Walls

Dixon, with a
group of 28 men

and one woman
occupied Adobe
Walls, an outpost of
five buildings 15
miles northeast of
present-day Stinnett.
The outpost was
attacked on June 27,
1874, by several
hundred Comanche,
Cheyenne, Arapahoe
and Kiowa Indians.
That’s when Dixon went into the history
books for firing "The Shot of the Century,"
which effectively ended the siege.  Dixon
states in his biography that it was a "scratch
(lucky) shot.”  After Dixon’s shot, the
Indians left the settlement alone.

Commemorative "Billy Dixon" model
reproduction Sharps that recreate the

specifications of Dixon's famous rifle are

available today from Cimarron Firearms.
Our own Cody-Dixon shooters try each
month to relive some of Dixon’s long-range
glory, although not with shots out to a mile.

Army Scout

After the Second Battle of Adobe Walls,
Billy Dixon quit buffalo hunting and

became an army scout.  In September 1874,
just three months after Adobe Walls, an
army dispatch detail consisting of Billy
Dixon, another scout Amos Chapman and
four troopers from the 6th U.S. Cavalry
Regiment were surrounded and besieged by

a large combined band of Kiowa and
Comanche Indians.  They holed up in a
buffalo wallow located in Hemphill County
and, with accurate rifle fire, held off the
Indians for three days.  An extremely cold

rainstorm then
discouraged the
Indians and they
broke off the fight.
Every man in the
detail was wounded
and one trooper was
killed.  For this
action, Billy Dixon,
together with the
other survivors of
“The Buffalo Wallow

Fight,” were awarded the Medal of Honor.
Dixon’s medal was revoked by the federal
government in 1916 because he was a
civilian.   His medal was restored in 1989
and is presently on display at the Panhandle
Plains Historical Museum in Canyon, Texas.
A Texas Historical Marker documents the
battle site.

Later Years

Billy Dixon’s love of excitement is a main
theme of his memoir.  He speaks

wistfully of the Great Plains region, “its
freedom, its dangers, its tax upon strength
and courage,” which gave “a zest to living
especially to young men, unapproached by
anything to be found in civilized
communities.”  He went on to write, “The
heart swells with emotion at remembrance
of the wild, free life along those old trails.”
Billy Dixon was a man of contradictions.  He

Continued from page 1
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respected and empathized with the
American Indian, even though he killed a
good many of them: “That the Indian should
have resisted with relentless and increasing
ferocity every effort to drive him from this
paradise was natural and justifiable from
his point of view.”

The legendary Billy Dixon died of
pneumonia in 1913 at his home in

western Oklahoma.  His memoir, “The Life of
Billy Dixon,” was published the following
year.  Few books capture the spirit of the
American West as well.  It is still in print
and is for sale on Amazon.

Billy Dixon - Later Years

High Bluff East of Adobe Walls where Billy Dixon Killed the Indian Chief
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 A staple of Westerns is the hooker
with a heart of gold.  But guess what?  Prostitution in the Old West
was just as exploitative, degrading and traumatic as it is today—with
the added bonus that local newspapers would name, shame and
hound you to suicide.  That’s not an exaggeration. In her book
“Daughters of Joy, Sisters of Misery,” Anne Butler notes the high
levels of suicide, addiction, violence and rape among frontier
prostitutes—a depressing thought made even more depressing by the
callous reporting of it in local papers.  Annie Proulx claimed the
brothels acted as poverty traps, forcing the girls into never-ending

competition with one another for enough scraps to eat and with no hope of escape.  Put
simply, it was a profession for people with no other options—and about as glamorous as a
week in a ditch.

Deadwood “Upstairs Girl”

Kitty Leroy - gunfighter,
gambler, performer and

alleged prostitute

In the Old West a .45 cartridge for a six-gun cost 12 cents;
so did a glass of whiskey.  If a cowhand was low on cash he
would often give the bartender a cartridge in exchange for
his drink.  This became known as a "shot" of whiskey.

Try to remember
and we are all
volunteers
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June Match Photos
Thanks to Dutch Van Horn for our photos this month.  We have lots of

great close-ups from before hammers down.  Understandably, Dutch was
busy shooting, so we do not have many photos from the actual match.

Hope more will bring cameras and contribute photos in the future.

Texas Cutie - No need to wonder
where she got her alias!

Artiman - No need to ask why his alias is not Texas Cutie!

The beautiful Spur Broke - and
she a good shooter too!
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Alamo Bill

Jim No (still) No Horse

It was good to see Picosa Kid shooting at
Plum Creek for the first time!
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Shinbone Bob & Night Horse

Bolo Bob, Bronco Birnbaum & Nueces Ranger

SkinDawg

SkinDawg’s Dad, David

Classic Cowboy Dragon Hill Dave
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The always dapper Jensen Family - Smoke, Gypsy
Diamond & Kidd James

Lightning McQueen and daughter, Cimarron 2015
Young Gun, Little Bullseye

Bandera Kid

He’s everywhere!  Dragon Hill Dave with Hoppie timing.

John Buford and his Dad, Lars Christopherson
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Sunny Spurs & Six Goin’ South

Rusty Shackleford and wife, Amanda - a
GREAT scorekeeper!

Comin’ N Hot & Alamo Andy
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Skyhawk Hans taking dead aim

Tres Equis & Big Iron Patnode

Another Texas cutie, Texas Cutie’s older sister
and great shooter, Diamond Kate

Kickshot

Dutch Van Horn
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Perfect for all your
cowboy action and

other shooting needs!

www.ruggedgear.com

Supplier of cowboy & vintage
brass to meet all your

reloading needs.

www.starlinebrass.com
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Longhorn Bullets

Pricing, effective 9/1/13*

Don Herbert (Hopalong) 210-602-6994 Rick Page 210-844-9362

Caliber Weight Config. Price/500 Price/1000

.38 100 RNFP 32 64
105 FP 33 66
125 RNFP 35 70
125 FP 35 70
130 RNFP 36 72
158 RNFP 39 77
158 FP 39 77
158 SWC 39 77

.380 100 RNFP 33 65
.38-55 245 RNFP 59 117

.41 215 SWC 49 98

.44 180 RNFP 41 81
240 SWC 52 104

.44-40 200 RNFP 45 90
.45 COLT 160 RNFP 46 92

180 RNFP 41 81
200 RNFP 45 90
250 RNFP 53 106

9MM 124 RN 35 70
125 CN 35 70

40 S&W 180 FP 41 81
.45ACP 200 SWC 45 90

200 RN 45 90
230 RN 51 101

45-70 405 FPT 111 222

*Price increase because of higher cost of lead. Sorry for any inconvenience.


